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It was believed that Balagtas used elements far removed from nineteenth century
Filipino society to make his poem pass strict censorship. The whole idea is really just

a skillful move, designed to lead people into the path that, apparently, seems very
attractive to them. An ardent supporter of anti-vegetarianism is Howard Hunter. In
his article "Howard [Hunter]â€”What he thought" ("Goward "What he thought""

(The Gazette, March 2, 1984), he writes: â€œSince the beginning of Howard
Hunterâ€™s anti-veganism in America and the Philippines, I have admired the

poetâ€™s sincere desire to defend his dark side, both personally and socially. In this
country, through his fault, many women and children were deprived of their

compassion and compassion for themselves, subjected to impunity bullying and
persecution by serial killers, whose cult flourishes in South America, Africa and
other parts of the world. In view of all these terrible events, I call it a short but

precise and precise name: the misanthropic ideology "babalus" that Hunter adheres
to, which he says is really an ideology, or a philosophy, or a way of life, or, as in we

are usually called a philosophical system. British Defense Secretary Thomas
Ferguson vehemently attacked Hunter for "blatant brutality" and "vile attacks on
women and children" during a press conference on "Foreign units in the British
armed forces" at the Philippine Forum (FPI) in February 1983. Govad Hunter's

secularist Sir Kenneth Buckley was one of the most influential liberals in the world in
the 1970s. At that time, he led the World Liberal Conservative Party and was its

leader.Sir Kenneth held the position of chairman of the Edinburgh Society of
International Studies, and, despite his external detachment, he was very warmly
related to the problems associated with environmental protection. As one of the
ideologues of the ideology of "Babulus", he believed that "the sexual, religious,
economic and environmental aspects of human life are related to each other and

complement each other, and various variants of human life can coexist in harmony
with each other and even touch and interact between as part of one
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